Guv Holcomb promotes Indiana’s global economy in India

New Delhi, Oct 4 (UNI) Indiana Governor Eric J. Holcomb, Indiana Secretary of Commerce Jim Schellinger and the delegation continued their economic development trip in India, meeting with government officials and business leaders to highlight Indiana’s global economy and promote opportunities for increased collaboration between the two states.

On Friday, the Indiana delegation met with leadership and members of the National Association of Software and Services Companies (Nasscom), a trade association representing more than 2,800 businesses from India’s tech industry. During the meeting, Governor Holcomb toured India’s thriving and competitive tech sector, which continues to gain international recognition and attract new businesses from around the world, including investment from Indiana-based companies like Infosys, Pradot Technologies USA and Wipro.

The Governor, Secretary Schellinger and the delegation also met with Indian businesses interested in expanding in the US at a breakfast hosted by the Indian Merchants’ Chamber of Commerce and Industry (IMC).

He offered remarks promoting Indiana’s pro-growth business environment and future investment opportunities with IMC companies, and Secretary Schellinger provided an overview of Next Level Initiative currently underway to enhance connectivity, talent and quality of place in Indiana.

In the afternoon, the delegation traveled to the World Trade Center Mumbai for a meeting with small- and medium-sized businesses. Joined by representatives of the World Trade Center Indianapolis and Indiana University Kelley School of Business, they discussed the advantages of doing business in Indiana and the importance of cultural and educational exchanges between Indiana and India.

In Mumbai, prior to departing for the National Basketball Association’s (NBA) inaugural game, the Indiana delegation hosted a Friends of Indiana reception to thank more than 100 NBA and Indiana Pacers stakeholders, business executives, government officials and academic and industry partners for their many contributions to the Indiana-India partnership.

On Thursday, Governor Holcomb and Secretary Schellinger participated in the World Economic Forum’s India Economic Summit, which convened more than 950 government, academic and business leaders from around the world to discuss key issues impacting global economic growth in Asia.

During an infrastructure-focused panel, the governor offered remarks highlighting Indiana’s commitment to building and enhancing the state’s transportation and digital infrastructure to open up new economic opportunities.

Governor Holcomb and Secretary Schellinger met with US Secretary of Commerce Wilbur Ross to discuss Indiana’s commitment to increasing global connectivity and international partnerships, including opportunities for growth between Indiana and India.

The Governor also expressed appreciation to Secretary Ross for his recent appointment of Secretary Schellinger to the newly-created US Investment Advisory Council, which advises on nationwide strategies to increase foreign direct investment. In Indiana, foreign direct investment committed to the state increased by 300 per cent between 2016 and 2018.

The Indiana delegation met with leadership of Wipro Limited, a global information technology, consulting and business process services company, which acquired Indianapolis-based Appirio in 2016.

Wipro has more than 170,000 employees worldwide offering its clients a comprehensive portfolio of technology solutions ranging from product engineering to cloud and IT infrastructure consulting. The company’s subsidiary, Appirio, had moved its global headquarters from San Francisco to Indiana prior to the acquisition.
America's leading manufacturing state eyes technological ties with India, says Mr. Holcomb
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Mumbai: “India is the number one state in USA in manufacturing and as we grow, we want to strengthen our technological partnership with India. A part of my discussion with Hon'ble Prime Minister Mr. Narendra Modi revolved around this topic. We have also discussed sports, education and all other areas where we can partner and grow as great nations. The 6.6 million people of Indiana are waiting to see the outcome of my series of meetings with top leaders in India in the last 4-5 days. I am very bullish on bilateral relations with India and I have started planning for my third visit to this great country,” said Mr. Eric Holcomb, Governor of Indiana, USA, at an intensive programme on 'Doing Business in India'. The event was organized by MVIRDC World Trade Center Mumbai and All India Association of Industries in association with World Trade Center Indians and Kelley School of Business.

Speaking on this occasion, Mr. Jim Schollinger, Secretary of Commerce, Indiana, said, “Indiana is located in the heart of the heartland and it is called the 'Crossroads of USA.' 80% of America's population can be reached within 12 hours drive and 20 major metropolitan cities, including Chicago, Cincinnati, Detroit and St. Louis can be reached in just four hours drive. We are also the electronic crossroad of USA as Indiana is home to advanced manufacturing and information technology.”

“Indiana ranks number one in ease of doing business in Midwest and number five in the entire country as the state administration offers business friendly environment with low regulation and taxation. The state has the second lowest labor cost in USA and it is the third most affordable state in the country. Indiana ranks number one in infrastructure and the state government has planned USD 6 billion infrastructure investment in the next 20 years.”

“Even though we are in the heart of heartland, Indiana is well connected globally. The state is home to the world’s second largest FedEx hub. Indiana has direct flights to Europe and the state government is working to launch transcontinental flights to connect to India and China. Indiana is well connected to three international ports and we can reach European coast within 17 hours.”

Mr. Schollinger informed that the University of Notre Dame in Indiana has partnered with India to restore world heritage site of Taj Mahal. He further pointed out that around 3000 businesses from 38 countries have invested in Indiana, thereby creating 1.5 billion jobs.

Mr. Schollinger concluded his remarks by quoting the Governor's oft-repeated statement: “We take the world to Indiana and we bring the world to Indiana. We provide an ocean of opportunity. The ones who win are the ones who show up.”

In his remarks, Mr. V.R. Wazerkar, Director General, MVIRDC World Trade Center said, “India is the 5th largest trading partner of USA. I am confident that this intensive meeting will open up new vistas of partnership between the world's largest economy and the world's fastest growing economy. WTC Mumbai is proud to host this important meeting to discuss the roadmap for future cooperation between USA and India. We have gathered shortly after the historic meeting between India's Honorable Prime Minister Mr. Narendra Modi and Honorable US President Mr. Donald Trump at Houston. During this Houston meeting, both the leaders committed to take our bilateral relations to new heights.”

Mr. Wazerkar concluded his remarks by saying, “World Trade Center Mumbai and All India Association of Industries (AIAI) have come together to organize jointly such useful programmes keeping in view the larger objectives of both the organizations in furthering international trade between India and her bilateral partners with a view to promote global peace, prosperity and reduce conflict around the world. And, I believe, today's programme will go a long way in meeting the common goals of humanity around the world.”
Indianapolis Delegation Promote Indiana’s Global Economy in India

The official delegation of the Indianapolis state, USA led by its Governor Eric J Holcomb and its Secretary of Commerce Jim Schellinger continued their economic development trip this week in India, meeting with government officials and business leaders to highlight Indiana's global economy and promote opportunities for increased collaboration between the two states.
On Thursday in New Delhi, Gov. Holcomb and Secretary Schellinger participated in the World Economic Forum's India Economic Summit, which convened more than 350 government, academic and business leaders from around the world to discuss key issues impacting global economic growth in Asia. During an infrastructure-focused panel, the governor offered remarks highlighting Indiana's commitment to building and enhancing the state's transportation and digital infrastructure to open up new economic opportunities.

Gov. Holcomb and Secretary Schellinger met with U.S. Secretary of Commerce Wilbur Ross to discuss Indiana's commitment to increasing global connectivity and international partnerships, including opportunities for growth between Indiana and India. Gov. Holcomb also expressed appreciation to Secretary Ross for his recent appointment of Secretary Schellinger to the newly-created US Investment Advisory Council, which advises on nationwide strategies to increase foreign direct investment. In Indiana, foreign direct investment committed to the state increased by 300 per cent between 2016 and 2018.

Governo Holcomb and the delegation met with the leadership of India-based Wipro Limited, a global information technology, consulting and business process services company, which acquired Indianapolis-based Appirio in 2016. Wipro has more than 170,000 employees worldwide offering its clients a comprehensive portfolio of technology solutions ranging from product engineering to cloud and IT infrastructure consulting. The company's subsidiary, Appirio, had moved its global headquarters from San Francisco to Indiana prior to the acquisition.

On Thursday afternoon, the Indiana delegation travelled to Mumbai, the final stop of the governor's second economic development trip to India.
In the afternoon, Governor Holcomb, Secretary Schellinger and the delegation travelled to the World Trade Center Mumbai for a meeting with small- and medium-sized businesses from India. Joined by representatives of the World Trade Center Indianapolis and Indiana University Kelley School of Business, Holcomb and Schellinger discussed the advantages of doing business in Indiana and the importance of cultural and educational exchanges between Indiana and India.

Governor Holcomb, Secretary Schellinger and the delegation also met with Indian businesses interested in expanding in the US at a breakfast hosted by the Indian Merchants' Chamber of Commerce and Industry (IMC). Holcomb offered remarks promoting Indiana's pro-growth business environment and future investment opportunities with IMC companies, and Secretary Schellinger provided an overview of Next Level initiatives currently underway to enhance connectivity, talent and quality of place in Indiana.
On Friday, the Indiana delegation met with leaders and members of the National Association of Software and Services Companies (NASSCOM), a trade association representing more than 2,800 businesses from India's tech industry. During the meeting, Gov. Holcomb touted Indiana's thriving and competitive tech sector, which continues to gain international recognition and attract new business from around the world, including investment from India-based companies like Infosys, Pradot Technologies USA and Wipro.
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Mumbai, 7 October, 2019 (GPN): “Indiana is the number one state in USA in manufacturing and as we grow, we want to strengthen our technological partnership with India. A part of my discussion with Hon’ble Prime Minister Mr. Narendra Modi revolved around this topic. We have also discussed sports, education and all other areas where we can partner and grow as great nations. The 6.6 million people of Indiana are waiting to see the outcome of my series of meetings with top leaders in India in the last 4-5 days. I am very bullish on bilateral relations with India and I have started planning for my third visit to this great country,” said Mr. Eric Holcomb, Governor of Indiana, USA, at an interactive programme on ‘Doing Business in Indiana’. The event was organized by MVIRDC World Trade Center Mumbai and All India Association of Industries in association with World Trade Center Indiana and Kelley School of Business.
Speaking on this occasion, Mr. Jim Schellinger, Secretary of Commerce, Indiana said, "Indiana is located in the heart of the heartland and it is called the 'Crossroads of USA.' 80% of America's population can be reached within 12 hours drive and 20 major metropolitan cities, including Chicago, Cincinnati, Detroit and St. Louis can be reached in just four hours drive. We are also the electronic crossroad of USA as Indiana is home to advanced manufacturing and information technology."

"Indiana ranks number one in ease of doing business in Midwest and number five in the entire country as the state administration offers business friendly environment with low regulation and taxation. The state has the second lowest labour cost in USA and it is the third most affordable state in the country. Indiana ranks number one in infrastructure and the state government has planned USD 60 billion infrastructure investment in the next 20 years."

"Even though we are in the heart of heartland, Indiana is well connected globally. The state is home to the world's second largest FedEx hub. Indiana has direct flights to Europe and the state government is working to launch transpacific flights to connect to India and China. Indiana is well connected to three international ports and we can reach European coast within 17 hours."

Mr. Schellinger informed that the University of Notre Dame in Indiana has partnered with India to restore world heritage site of Taj Mahal. He further pointed out that around 1002 businesses from 38 countries have invested in Indiana, thereby creating 1.95 lakh jobs.

Mr. Schellinger concluded his remarks by quoting the Governor's oft-repeated statement: "We take the world to Indiana and we bring the world to Indiana; We provide an ocean of opportunity. The ones who win are the ones who show up."

In his remarks, Mr. Y R. Warekar, Director General, MVRDC World Trade Center said, "India is the 9th largest trading partner of USA. I am confident that this interactive meeting will open up new vistas of partnership between the world's largest economy and the world's fastest growing economy. WTC Mumbai is proud to host this important meeting to discuss the roadmap for future cooperation between USA and India. We have gathered shortly after the historic meeting between India's Hon'ble Prime Minister Mr. Narendra Modi and Hon'ble US President Mr. Donald Trump at Houston. During this Houston meeting, both the leaders committed to take our bilateral relations to new heights."

Mr. Warekar concluded his remarks by saying, "World Trade Center Mumbai and All India Association of Industries (AIAI) have come together to organise jointly such useful programmes keeping in view the larger objects of both the organizations in furthering international trade between India and her bilateral partners with a view to promote global peace, prosperity and reduce conflict around the world. And, I believe, today's programme will go a long way in meeting the common goals of humanity around the world." Ends